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	InDesign CS5 For Dummies, 9780470614495 (0470614498), For Dummies, 2010

	Get up to speed on the latest features and enhancements to the new version of InDesign


	As the industry standard in professional layout and design, InDesign delivers powerful publishing solutions for magazine, newspaper, and other publishing fields. This introductory book is an easy-to-understand reference for anyone migrating from another software application or those with little-to-no desktop publishing experience. You’ll explore InDesign basics and examine the enhancements to the latest version, while you also discover how pages work, build templates, create frames and shapes, manage styles, and much more.

	
		InDesign is proving to be an increasingly popular layout and design application; the latest version includes new functionality and enhanced tools
	
		Teaches all the basics for first-time users, including how to open and save your work, arrange objects, work with color, edit text, manage styles, finesse character details, add special type, import and size graphics, set paths, work with tabs, create indices, and more
	
		Demonstrates how to calibrate colors, export PDF files, fine-tune paragraph details, create frames and shapes, manipulate objects, and work with automated text



	InDesign CS5 For Dummies offers a straightforward but fun approach to discovering how to get the most from your desktop publishing experience when using InDesign.
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Distributed System DesignCRC Press, 1998
Future requirements for computing speed, system reliability, and cost-effectiveness entail the development of alternative computers to replace the traditional von Neumann organization. As computing networks come into being, one of the latest dreams is now possible - distributed computing. Distributed computing brings transparent access to as much...

		

Cryptography in C and C++, Second EditionApress, 2005
This book covers all that is needed to write professional-level cryptographic code. An expanded and improved version of the very well received first edition, it includes approximately 100 pages of new material as well as numerous improvements in the original text.

Text focusing on the practical aspects of cryptography in C and C++,...

		

Fundamentals of Speech RecognitionPrentice Hall, 1993
 Provides a theoretically sound,  technically accurate, and complete description of the basic  knowledge and ideas that constitute a modern system for  speech recognition by machine.  Covers  production, perception, and acoustic-phonetic  characterization of the speech signal; signal processing and  analysis...





	

Long-Term Conditions: Nursing Care and ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This book is a very welcome tool, which will enable health professionals to understand the complexity, challenge and rewards of proactively managing long-term conditions. Putting this knowledge into skilled practice, in partnership with patients, will transform the lives of many individuals and their families, and thus fulfil the...


		

MCSA Windows Server 2012 R2 Complete Study Guide: Exams 70-410, 70-411, 70-412, and 70-417Sybex, 2015

	Prepare for the MCSA Windows Server 2012 R2 Exams


	Microsoft's new version of the MCSA certification for Windows Server 2012 R2 requires passing three exams (or one Upgrade exam if you have your MCSA or MCITP in Windows Server 2008). This value-priced study guide includes more than 1,000 pages of quality exam-prep...


		

Google SketchUp 7 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
Google SketchUp is the exciting free software package that makes 3D available to everybody. Whether you need to build 3D models for work, or you’ve just always wanted to explore 3D modeling, Google SketchUp was made for you. Still, it does take a bit of understanding to get started, so turn to Google SketchUp 7 For Dummies.
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